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ABSTRACT
High-harmonic radiation in the extreme ultraviolet and soft X-ray spectral regions can be used
to generate attosecond pulses and to obtain structural and dynamic information in atoms and
molecules. However, these sources typically suffer from a limited photon flux. An additional issue at
lower photon energies is the appearance of satellites in the time domain, stemming from insufficient
temporal gating and the spectral filtering required for the isolation of attosecond pulses. Such
satellites limit the temporal resolution. The use of multi-colour driving fields has been proven to
enhance the harmonic yield and provide additional control, using the relative delays between the
different spectral components for waveform shaping. We describe here a two-colour high-harmonic
source that combines a few-cycle near-infrared pulse with a multi-cycle second harmonic pulse,
with both relative phase and carrier-envelope phase stabilization. We observe strongmodulations in
the harmonic flux, and present simulations and experimental results supporting the suppression of
satellites in sub-femtosecond pulses at 20 eV compared to the single colour field case, an important
requirement for attosecond pump-probe measurements.
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1. Introduction

High-harmonic generation (HHG) is a nonlinear interac-
tion betweenmatter and an intense laser field that results
in the coherent emission of highly energetic photons.
It was first observed in gases in the late 1980s (1, 2),
and since 2000 it has proven to be an invaluable tool
of attosecond science due to the characteristic temporal
confinement of harmonic emission to a small fraction of
the driving laser cycle. The process of HHG can be used
to generate pulses below 200 attoseconds of duration in
the extreme ultraviolet and soft X-ray spectral regions
(3), which can be used in pump-probe experiments. Fur-
thermore, the high degree of coherence of the process can
be applied to HHG spectroscopy, where we can perform
structural measurements in small atoms and molecules
as well as probe nuclear dynamics (4).

The conversion efficiency of HHG is low, typically
below 10−5 (5), due to the weak single-atom response
and difficult phase-matching requirements for efficient
macroscopic build-up (6). This leads to attosecond
sources with a limited photon flux, on the nanojoule
level, which currently poses a major experimental chal-
lenge for the application of these sources to the mea-
surement of electron dynamics in molecules (7). For
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†Current address: Max Born Institute for Nonlinear Optics and Short Pulse Spectroscopy, Max-Born-Strasse 2a, 12489 Berlin, Germany

molecular pump-probe experiments, the availability of
sub-femtosecond vacuum-ultraviolet (VUV, 10–20 eV)
pulses is especially valuable as the interaction cross-
sections are often very high in this photon energy range,
but drop rapidly as the photon energy increases above
25 eV. Few-cycle pulses have been used to generate iso-
lated attosecond pulses via amplitude gating (8), which
relies on spectral filtering of the harmonic cut-off to
select only the photons that have originated from the
most intense half-cycle of the driving field. For photon
energies in the harmonic plateau, the emission originates
from several half-cycles and spectral filtering of several
individual harmonics may be required (9), leading to
a train of a small number of pulses or the appearance
of satellites in the temporal profile of the pulse. This
limits the temporal resolution achievable and reduces
the power contained in the strongest pulse. Polarization
gating (10) and double optical gating (11), both relying
on the strong ellipticity dependence of HHG, have also
been developed extensively, but at photon energies well
below the harmonic cut-off they have been predicted to
yield elliptically polarized attosecond pulses (12). In this
paper we describe work focused on increasing the pulse
energy and temporal contrast of attosecondpulses using a
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two-colour driving field, where a second harmonic com-
ponent is added to a few-cycle pulse to shape the electric
field waveform. This results in a very pronounced single
half-cyclewhere the harmonic emission is predominantly
confined, therefore efficiently providing additional tem-
poral gating in the harmonic plateau.

Due to its highly nonlinear character, HHG is very
sensitive to the waveform of the driving pulse, and care-
fully engineered field profiles can be used to influence
the process at the single-atom level, by enhancing ioniza-
tion at given times or steering the trajectory of electrons
in the continuum. The addition of a weak second or
third harmonic beam has been shown to increase the
high-harmonic yield up to two orders of magnitude, as
well as to extend the harmonic cut-off towards higher
energies, with the instantaneous value of the combined
electric field controlled by the relative phase between
the two frequency components (13–15). The addition of
non-commensurate fields has also been explored, often
combining a near-infrared field with a longer wavelength
component generated through optical parametric ampli-
fication (16–18), and obtained similarly promising effects
on harmonic yield and cut-off. Orthogonally polarized
multi-colour fields have also beenused to control the rela-
tive contributions of different electron trajectories via the
steering of the recolliding electron wave packet towards
the parent ion (19, 20). Related experiments have used
an attosecond pulse train to initiate the HHG process
via single-photon ionization, selecting specific quantum
trajectories via the relative delay between the fundamen-
tal driving field and the assisting harmonic beam (21,
22). Furthermore, theoretical work has suggested that the
optimized waveform to maximize the electron collision
energy for a given frequency consists of a linear rampwith
a dc component; this was subsequently implemented by
combining a small number of below-threshold harmon-
ics (23, 24). Light transients, with a FWHM duration
down to 380 attoseconds, have been generated by recom-
bining four independently-compressed frequency com-
ponents originating from an ultrabroadband frequency
continuum (270–1130nm) (25, 26).

A crucial ingredient of all multi-colour HHG schemes
is a fine control of time delays between the different com-
ponents. This is usually introduced as a change in relative
phase, and when few-cycle pulses are involved both the
relative phase and the carrier-envelope phase (CEP) of
the individual pulses require stability due to the strong
dependence of high harmonic generation on the shape
of the electric field (27). We have developed a phase-
stabilized two-colour high-harmonic source by combin-
ing a CEP-stabilized few-cycle near-infrared (NIR) beam
with a longer second harmonic component, and studied
the resulting harmonic spectra as a function of the delay

between the two pulses. With the correct phase between
the two fields we observe the generation of even order
harmonics in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV), which un-
der our conditions is consistent with the generation of
an attosecond pulse at 20 eV with significantly reduced
satellite pulses compared to the NIR driving field only.

2. Experimental setup

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 1. A chirped-
pulse amplification laser system operating at a repetition
rate of 1 kHz (FemtolaserGmbH, FemtopowerHE) emits
30 fs pulses centered at a wavelength of 790 nm, with
an energy up to 2.5mJ per pulse. The output from this
source was divided in two beams by a 50/50 beamsplit-
ter, consisting of a broadband low-dispersion coating
on a 1mm fused silica substrate (FemtoOptics, OA237).
The reflected beam was focused into a hollow-core fibre
differentially pumped with neon gas, where the pulses
were spectrally broadened via self-phase modulation and
compressed to few-cycle duration with a set of chirped
mirrors and a pair of fused silica wedges (28). The CEP of
these few-cycle pulses was locked with a feedback system
consisting of a pair of f-to-2f interferometers, with resid-
ual shot-to-shot fluctuations below 250mrad (29). The
beam transmitted by the beamsplitter was loosely focused
into a thin BBO nonlinear crystal for type-I second-
harmonic generation. A broadband half-wave plate was
used to rotate the polarization of the second harmonic
beam to match the fundamental.

Both arms were recombined with a fused silica sub-
strate of 3mm thickness, with a anti-reflection coating
between 600 and 980nm and high reflectivity coating
centred around 400nm, as well as low dispersion in both
spectral regions (Layertec, 103510). The residual NIR
beam used to generate the second harmonic beam was
transmitted almost completely by the combiner and
therefore did not contribute to the combined two-colour
field. The spatial overlap of the two beams was optimized
in the near field as well as in the far field with the aid of a
reimaging system. After the combiner, the energy in the
few-cycle NIR beam and the second harmonic beam was
450 and 45µJ, respectively.

Temporal overlap between the two arms of the inter-
ferometer was controlled with a commercial spectrome-
ter (HR4000CG-UV-NIR, OceanOptics) that monitored
the interference after the beam combiner between the
NIR radiation from the fundamental arm of the inter-
ferometer and the residual NIR radiation from the sec-
ond harmonic arm. Due to the long optical path re-
quired to generate the few-cycle beam, the interferom-
eter required active stabilization, which was achieved
with a piezo-controlled delay stage with sub-nanometre
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Figure 1. Experimental setup for two-colour high-harmonic
generation.

resolution and a range of 38µm (Physik Instrumente
GmbH, P-753). After stabilization, the residual fluctu-
ations had a statistical shot-to-shot standard deviation
below 200mrad of the fundamental field.

The combinedω + 2ω field was focused by a spherical
mirror with a focal length of 75 cm, inside a vacuum
chamber where two gas targets filled with neon and kryp-
ton gas can be used to generate high harmonic radiation
in the XUV and VUV spectral regions, with each target
optimized for generation at different wavelengths (9).

We have characterized the temporal profile of the
fundamental component via spatially-resolved spectral
shearing interferometry (SEA-F-SPIDER) (30), obtain-
ing a full width at half maximum of 4.6 fs, limited by the
thickness of the beam combiner substrate and the band-
width and phase of its coating. The electric field is shown
in red in Figure 2. Furthermore, taking advantage of the
existing high-harmonic setup we have characterized the
waveform of the second harmonic field via attosecond-
resolved interferometric electric-field sampling (ARIES)
(31). This all-optical in situ characterization technique
can retrieve arbitrary optical waveforms using the linear
cut-off energy shift induced by a weak test pulse in the
high harmonic spectrum of an auxiliary strong field, as
a function of the delay between the two fields. The full
width at half maximum of the retrieved intensity enve-
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Figure 2. (Red): Electric field of the fundamental beam,
characterized via SEA-F-SPIDER, corresponding to an intensity
profile with a FWHM of 4.6 fs. (Blue): Electric field of the second
harmonic beam, characterized via ARIES, corresponding to an
intensity profile with a FWHM of 28 fs.
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Figure 3. (a) HHG spectrum of krypton driven by a few-cycle
NIR beam (dashed line), together with the transmission curve of
a 200 nm tin foil (continuous line). (b) HHG spectrum of neon
driven by a few-cycle NIR beam (dashed line), together with the
transmission curve of a 200 nm zirconium foil and the reflectivity
of multilayer MoSi mirror designed for high reflectivity at the
90 eV cut-off (continuous lines).

lope of the second harmonic field is 28 fs, and the electric
field is shown in blue in Figure 2.

3. Results

We have previously obtained harmonic spectra driven
with a few-cycle NIR beam, shown in Figure 3 and ob-
tained with a flat-field imaging XUV spectrometer fitted
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Figure 4. Spatially-integrated harmonic spectrum in neon driven
by the two-colour field, as a function of the delay between
the two fields. The vertical lineout shows a 2ω oscillation of
the cut-off yield, at a photon energy marked in the main plot
by a vertical continuous line. The horizontal lineout shows the
harmonic spectrum at two delays between the ω and 2ω fields
separated by one half-cycle of the latter, at the delays marked in
the main plot by horizontal continuous and dotted lines.

with a microchannel plate imaging detector and a CCD
camera. After spectral filtering, the radiation generated
around 90 eVwas shown via attosecond streaking to sup-
port an isolated attosecond pulse with a FWHM of the
intensity profile of approximately 300 attoseconds (9).
The VUV spectrum, filtered by a metallic foil centred
at 20 eV, was also characterized and found to support a
pulse with a sub-femtosecond FWHM and second mo-
ment, but in the shape of a train of attosecond pulses: two
small satellites are present at±1.3 fs from the main peak,
with an intensity around 0.4 of the main peak.

In this work, we have measured the high-harmonic
spectra generated by the two-colour field as a function of
the delay between the twofields. For thesemeasurements,
the ratio of intensity between the fields was I2ω/Iω =
0.03, obtained from the pulse energies and durations as
well as beam spot measurements performed by reimag-
ing the foci onto a CCD camera. The fields had parallel
polarization, and we verified that the second harmonic
field was not strong enough to generate harmonics on its
own. Figure 4 shows the results obtained in a neon gas
jet, where the harmonic radiation was optimized to reach
a cut-off around 90 eV. The vertical lineout shown on
the left hand side shows oscillations in the cut-off at the
frequency of the second harmonic beam. The horizontal
lineouts, for two delays that differ by one half-cycle of the
second harmonic beam, show for one particular delay
an increase in harmonic yield in the spectral continuum
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Figure 5. Spatially-integrated harmonic spectrum in krypton
driven by the two-colour field, as a function of delay between
the two fields. The leftmost vertical lineout shows 4ω oscillations
of the yield of the even harmonics (marked in the main plot by
a vertical solid line), while the second vertical lineout shows 2ω
oscillations of the yield of the odd harmonics (marked in themain
plot by a vertical dashed line).

Figure 6. Scan of the phase between the phase-locked
fundamental and second harmonic fields. Left: HHG spectrum
obtained from SFA simulations with intensity averaging, after
spectral filtering with a 200 nm tin foil. Right: Temporal intensity
of the resulting VUV pulses. The two pulses are a 3.5 fs FWHM
near-infrared centred at 750 nm,with a peak intensity of 4 × 1014

W/cm2, and its second harmonic, obtained by numerical second-
harmonic generation in a 100µm BBO crystal (θ = 29.5◦), with
central wavelength of 396 nm and a peak intensity of 0.04 × 1014

W/cm2.

together with a reduction of the cut-off to around 65 eV.
This can be understood as arising from the second har-
monic field increasing the total field at the time of ioniza-
tion (thus increasing the harmonic yield), but reducing
the total field during the electron wavepacket accelera-
tion phase (thus decreasing its energy upon recollision).
We observe an approximately two-fold increase in flux
with respect to the fundamental-only HHG across the
photon energy range observed. This increase is not as
pronounced as the improvements of up to two orders
of magnitude previously reported (15), from which we
conclude that our generation conditions were closer to
saturation.
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Figure 7. Comparison of simulated HHG with single-colour and two-colour driving pulses. Left column: Electric field of driving pulse.
Middle column: HHG spectrum obtained from SFA simulations, on a logarithmic scale (blue line), together with the transmission window
of a 200 nm tin foil (black line). Right column: VUV beam in the time domain after spectral filtering.

The corresponding result for the lower harmonic or-
ders, generated in a krypton gas jet, is shown in Figure 5.
Even harmonic orders, typically absent from high har-
monic spectra due to half-cycle symmetry, appear with
intensities comparable to the neighbouring odd orders
when this symmetry is disrupted. The yield of the even
harmonics as a function of delay, marked by the vertical
solid line in the main figure, is modulated at twice the
frequency of the second harmonic field, as shown in the
lineout on the left side of the figure, corresponding to the
periodicity with which the combined field retains half-
cycle symmetry. The modulation in the yield of the odd
harmonics, shown with a dashed line, has a frequency
of 2ω, and there is a phase shift between neighbouring
harmonics as a result of the different excursion times of
the returning electron wavepackets (32).

Le t us now consider the potential of two-colour HHG
for temporal shaping of attosecond pulses. As discussed
before, attosecond streaking (33) and a FROG-CRAB
retrieval method (34) have been used to characterize the
VUV pulse that can be obtained by spectrally filtering
the harmonic radiation around 20 eV with a 200 nm tin
foil (9). Due to a transmission window that spans multi-
ple harmonics, the resulting temporal intensity profile
had a FWHM duration of 585 ± 31 attoseconds, but
with two satellites at a height of approximately 0.4 of
the main peak, and spaced by one half cycle of the ω

driving field from the main peak. This relatively large
satellites are problematic for pump-probe experiments,
where the VUV pulse triggers single-photon transitions
with a probability that scales linearly with temporal in-
tensity.

To study the effect of a two-colour driving field on
attosecond VUV pulse generation, we have conducted

numerical simulations using the strong field approxi-
mation (SFA) (35) with intensity averaging (12). The
results of these simulations are shown in Figure 6. The
harmonic spectrumon the left hand side shows a complex
periodicity with the delay between the two components
that agrees qualitatively with our experimental results.
The corresponding temporal domain is shown in the
rightmost plot, demonstrating that the addition of a sec-
ond harmonic field can considerably affect the tempo-
ral profile of the resulting VUV pulses, suppressing the
satellite pulses compared to the fundamental-only case
for small relative delays between the two pulses, with an
optimum phase delay around 0.2π for the
fundamental.

Figure 8. Top left: Spatially-resolved VUV spectrum generated
in krypton when driven by fundamental field only. Bottom left:
Spatially-resolved VUV spectrum generated in krypton when
driven by the combinedω + 2ω field at temporal overlap. Right:
Intensity profile corresponding to the two spectra when filtered
by a thin tin foil, assuming a flat phase.
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6 P. MATÍA-HERNANDO ET AL.

This prediction is shown in more detail in Figure 7,
where harmonic spectra were calculated for each of the
components of the multicolour field as well as the coher-
ent combination of the two fields at temporal overlap.
The temporal profile of the resulting attosecond pulses,
obtained in the VUV spectral range after applying the
transmissionwindow of a tin foil, shows that the addition
of the second harmonic leads to a clear reduction of the
satellites whilemaintaining sub-femtosecond duration of
the main pulse. These predictions are consistent with
our experimental results: Figure 8 shows the spatially-
resolved VUV spectrum generated in krypton obtained
with the fundamental fieldonly, aswell aswith theω + 2ω
around temporal overlap, optimized for the strongest odd
harmonics. We have numerically applied the transmis-
sion curve corresponding to a 200 nm thick tin filter and
obtained the Fourier transform of the resulting spectrum
assuming a flat phase.We can see a decrease in the height
of the satellite pulses to around 0.03 times the height of
the main peak, and find that this decrease is optimized
around temporal overlap. A full attosecond streaking
characterization of the VUV pulses will be carried out
in the near future

4. Conclusions

We have demonstrated an actively stabilized two-colour
field synthesizer setup for HHG that coherently
combines a 4.6 fs CEP-stable NIR beam and a 28 fs
second-harmonic component. We have observed sub-
cycle modulations in the harmonic yield at different or-
ders as the delay between the two fields is scanned. We
have obtained a two-fold increase in the harmonic flux,
which would lead to attosecond pulses with a higher
energy per pulse, an essential prerequisite for attosecond
pump-probe measurements (36). Additionally, we have
shown through experimental results and simulations the
potential for a cleaner temporal profile with suppressed
satellites for 20 eV sub-femtosecond pulses, which is an-
other important requirement for many pump-probe ex-
periments.
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